p53 gene mutations in Barrett's epithelium and esophageal cancer.
Genomic DNA was extracted from archival pathology specimens comprising 10 squamous and 14 adenocarcinomas, including 7 with Barrett's epithelium adjacent to tumor, and corresponding normal esophagus from the resection margin. The polymerase chain reaction was used to amplify selected exons of p53 which were analyzed for mutations using single-strand conformation polymorphism analysis. Mutations were localized to exon 8 for 1 adenocarcinoma and to exon 5 for 1 squamous tumor and 4 of 7 Barrett's specimens. Sequencing confirmed mutations at codons 273 (CGT----CAT; adenocarcinoma) and 176 (TGC----TTC; squamous) and in Barrett's epithelium at codons 152 (CCG----CTG), 155 (ACC----GCC) and 175 (CGC----CAC). Specimens of Barrett's epithelium from separate sites had identical p53 mutations suggesting a clonal origin. Cancers arising in mutant epithelium did not have mutations corresponding to those found in the Barrett's specimens suggesting that other events are required for tumorigenesis.